Upon activation, the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) phosphorylates tyrosine residues in its cytoplasmic tail, which triggers the binding of Src homology 2 (SH2) and phosphotyrosinebinding (PTB) domains and initiates downstream signaling. The sequences flanking the tyrosine residues (referred to as "phosphosites") must be compatible with phosphorylation by the EGFR kinase domain and the recruitment of adapter proteins, while minimizing phosphorylation that would reduce the fidelity of signal transmission. To understand how phosphosite sequences encode these functions within a small set of residues, we carried out high-throughput mutational analysis of three phosphosite sequences in the EGFR tail. We used bacterial surface display of peptides coupled with deep sequencing to monitor phosphorylation efficiency and the binding of the SH2 and PTB domains of the adapter proteins Grb2 and Shc1, respectively. We found that the sequences of phosphosites in the EGFR tail are restricted to a subset of the range of sequences that can be phosphorylated efficiently by EGFR. Although efficient phosphorylation by EGFR can occur with either acidic or large hydrophobic residues at the −1 position with respect to the tyrosine, hydrophobic residues are generally excluded from this position in tail sequences. The mutational data suggest that this restriction results in weaker binding to adapter proteins but also disfavors phosphorylation by the cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases c-Src and c-Abl. Our results show how EGFR-family phosphosites achieve a trade-off between minimizing off-pathway phosphorylation and maintaining the ability to recruit the diverse complement of effectors required for downstream pathway activation.
Upon activation, the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) phosphorylates tyrosine residues in its cytoplasmic tail, which triggers the binding of Src homology 2 (SH2) and phosphotyrosinebinding (PTB) domains and initiates downstream signaling. The sequences flanking the tyrosine residues (referred to as "phosphosites") must be compatible with phosphorylation by the EGFR kinase domain and the recruitment of adapter proteins, while minimizing phosphorylation that would reduce the fidelity of signal transmission. To understand how phosphosite sequences encode these functions within a small set of residues, we carried out high-throughput mutational analysis of three phosphosite sequences in the EGFR tail. We used bacterial surface display of peptides coupled with deep sequencing to monitor phosphorylation efficiency and the binding of the SH2 and PTB domains of the adapter proteins Grb2 and Shc1, respectively. We found that the sequences of phosphosites in the EGFR tail are restricted to a subset of the range of sequences that can be phosphorylated efficiently by EGFR. Although efficient phosphorylation by EGFR can occur with either acidic or large hydrophobic residues at the −1 position with respect to the tyrosine, hydrophobic residues are generally excluded from this position in tail sequences. The mutational data suggest that this restriction results in weaker binding to adapter proteins but also disfavors phosphorylation by the cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases c-Src and c-Abl. Our results show how EGFR-family phosphosites achieve a trade-off between minimizing off-pathway phosphorylation and maintaining the ability to recruit the diverse complement of effectors required for downstream pathway activation.
EGFR | SH2 | specificity | deep mutational scanning | signaling T he epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a tyrosine kinase that couples extracellular ligand binding to the activation of intracellular signaling pathways (1) (2) (3) . Activation of human EGFR (also called "ErbB1" or "human EGF receptor 1," Her1), results from ligand-induced homodimerization or heterodimerization with one of three family members, Her2/ErbB2/ neu, Her3/ErbB3, or Her4/ErbB4 (4) . Allosteric activation of one kinase domain within this dimer by the other kinase domain results in autophosphorylation of multiple tyrosines within the C-terminal tails of both monomers (5) . The resulting phosphotyrosine and flanking residues (phosphosites) can then serve as binding sites for intracellular proteins containing Src homology 2 (SH2) or phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domains (6, 7) . With their enzymatic or scaffolding activities recruited to the plasma membrane, these effector proteins propagate signals inside the cell (Fig. 1A) (8) .
Tyrosine kinases recognize their substrates through the formation of a short, antiparallel, β-stranded interaction between the substrate peptide and the activation loop of the kinase domain (9) . The kinase domain provides limited opportunity for stereospecific engagement of substrate side-chains. This fact contributes to the impression that tyrosine kinases are "sloppy enzymes" (10, 11) and is consistent with the failure to develop high-affinity substrate-mimicking inhibitors. The catalytic domains of tyrosine kinases do have intrinsic preferences for some substrate sequences over others, with specificity being determined by the pattern of amino acid residues directly adjacent to the tyrosine (12, 13) .
For EGFR-family members, the high local concentration of tail phosphosites with respect to the kinase domains may allow these sites to be phosphorylated without much regard for sequence. This made us wonder about the extent to which each phosphosite in the cytoplasmic tails of EGFR-family members is optimized in its sequence for the recruitment of specific adaptor proteins versus phosphorylation efficiency by the EGFR kinase domain. The subset of tail tyrosines that are phosphorylated during EGFR signaling is thought to define the subset of downstream pathways that are activated, although the extent to which the intrinsic specificity of the EGFR kinase domain allows discrimination between different phosphosites in the tail has not been mapped (14, 15) . The properties that determine the efficiency of binding of SH2 or PTB domains to EGFR-family phosphosites are also not completely understood, because several SH2 or PTB domains can bind to a particular phosphosite, and each SH2 and PTB domain can use multiple different phosphosites (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) .
Another layer of complexity in EGFR signaling is the potential for cross-talk with cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases, particularly the ubiquitously expressed kinases c-Src and c-Abl (21, 22) . Direct phosphorylation of EGFR by c-Src might allow transactivation of EGFR in the absence of growth factors (23) (24) (25) . Recently, c-Src
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Phosphorylation of tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic tail of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) by its kinase domain propagates a rich variety of information downstream of growth factor binding. The amino acid sequences surrounding each phosphorylation site encode the extent of phosphorylation as well as the extent of binding by multiple effector proteins. By profiling the kinase activity of EGFR alongside the binding specificities of an SH2 domain and a PTB domain for thousands of defined phosphorylation site sequences, we discovered that the sequences surrounding the phosphorylation sites in EGFR are not optimal and that discrimination against phosphorylation by cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases such as c-Src and c-Abl is likely to have shaped the evolution of these sequences.
has been shown to supply a priming phosphorylation that improves EGFR catalytic efficiency for a phosphosite with two neighboring tyrosine residues in the adapter protein Shc1 (26) . Despite the evident importance of c-Src in EGFR signaling, very few phosphosites in EGFR-family members have been shown to be direct substrates of c-Src (27) (28) (29) . In particular, the inhibition of Src-family kinases has little effect on the phosphorylation of EGFR tail phosphosites (30) . We therefore wondered whether there are mechanisms that insulate phosphosites in the EGFRfamily receptors from phosphorylation by c-Src and other cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases.
In this work, we address several questions about the phosphosites in the cytoplasmic tails of EGFR-family receptors. What is the intrinsic specificity of the EGFR kinase domain with respect to all potential substrates? How does the intrinsic specificity of EGFR map onto tail phosphosites, and how is this specificity differentiated from that of c-Src and c-Abl? How has the specificity of SH2 and PTB domains impinged on the evolution of the sequences of EGFR-family tail phosphosites? To answer these questions, we assayed the activity of EGFR against thousands of peptides with defined sequences representing tyrosine phosphorylation sites in the human proteome, using a high-throughput method based on bacterial surface display of peptides and deep sequencing (Fig. 1B) . This method was used recently to determine the mechanistic basis for the orthogonal specificity of two kinases, Lck and ZAP-70, in the T cell receptor pathway (31) and to map the specificity of kinases in the Src family (32) . To delineate the specificities of SH2 and PTB domains, we augmented the bacterial surface display system to measure protein binding instead of phosphorylation efficiency.
Deep mutational scanning of EGFR phosphosites with selection based on either phosphorylation or adapter protein binding revealed specificity determinants that differ from optimal motifs observed in previous studies (12, 26, 33) . We find that phosphosites in the tails of EGFR-family members avoid some sequence features that are consistent with efficient phosphorylation by EGFR and efficient binding of the Shc1 PTB domain and the Grb2 SH2 domain. The sequence features that are avoided in the tails would, if present, promote phosphorylation by c-Src. Thus, our studies of specificity in the context of natural phosphosite sequences have uncovered evidence of evolutionary trade-offs between on-pathway phosphorylation and binding and the suppression of potentially interfering reactivity in EGFR signaling.
Results and Discussion
Specificity Profile of the EGFR Kinase Domain Derived from a Library of Tyrosine Phosphorylation Sites Found in the Human Proteome.
Previous studies of tyrosine kinase specificity have been based primarily on degenerate peptide libraries in which a tyrosine residue is flanked by random amino acid residues except at one defined position (34) . This approach assesses the sufficiency of particular types of residues at specific sites to confer phosphorylation by the kinase of interest. To gain an understanding of EGFR kinase specificity in the context of defined sequences, we developed a high-throughput assay based on bacterial surface display, FACS (35, 36) , and deep sequencing to screen for efficiently phosphorylated tyrosine phosphosites (Fig. 1B) multiplexed bacterial surface display kinase assay has been used recently to characterize tyrosine kinase specificity in the T cell receptor-signaling pathway (31) and to analyze tyrosine kinase specificity on substrates spanning the human proteome (32) . We used this method to screen the EGFR kinase against a library of 15-residue tyrosine-containing peptides referred to as the "Human-pTyr library." This library corresponds to a diverse set of ∼2,600 tyrosine-containing sequences from the human proteome that have been reported as tyrosine kinase substrates in the PhosphoSitePlus (37) or UniProt (38) databases (Methods and ref. 32) . Briefly, Escherichia coli cells displaying individual peptides from the Human-pTyr library on their surfaces were subjected to phosphorylation by the purified EGFR kinase. The cells were then labeled with an anti-phosphotyrosine antibody, and the highly phosphorylated population was enriched by FACS. The abundances of each peptide-coding DNA sequence in the sorted and unsorted samples were inferred by their read frequencies in high-throughput sequencing. The ratio of sorted over input read frequency gives an enrichment score for each peptide. This score correlates well with in vitro measurement of the specific activity of the kinase at low peptide concentrations relative to expected K M values across a wide dynamic range (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A ), indicating that it is a good measure of catalytic efficiency. The library contains ∼700 sequences with more than one tyrosine residue in a 15-residue stretch, and these were analyzed separately.
A key step in our analysis of EGFR specificity was the use of a soluble, dimeric form of the EGFR intracellular module. The isolated EGFR kinase domain has been shown to have ∼15-fold higher specific activity when forced to dimerize on lipid vesicles compared with the activity of the monomeric kinase domain (5, 39, 40) . We designed constructs that consist of the EGFR intracellular module fused C-terminally to the proteins FKBP and FRB, which, when mixed together along with rapamycin, exhibit an ∼30-fold higher specific activity than either protein alone (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B ). This soluble construct also includes part of the juxtamembrane region, the kinase domain, and the fulllength cytoplasmic tail (see SI Appendix for details). For this synthetically dimerized construct, the values of k cat /K M against the peptides we tested ranged from ∼30-400·min −1 ·mM −1 , as estimated from steady-state reactions at low peptide concentration (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A ). This is comparable to or slightly higher than that reported for detergent-solubilized full-length EGFR bound to EGF (41) (42) (43) . As discussed below, this construct also has specific activity against preferred substrates comparable to that of the kinase domain of c-Src against its preferred substrates.
The distribution of phosphorylation enrichment values for single-tyrosine peptides in the Human-pTyr library screened against human EGFR kinase is centered close to zero ( Fig. 2A) . The distribution has a long tail toward higher values, suggesting that EGFR phosphorylates most sites poorly and phosphorylates a relatively narrow subset efficiently. To determine the sequence features that underlie efficient phosphorylation by EGFR, we analyzed the positional enrichment of amino acid residues in peptides in the top quartile of enrichment ratios in two replicates (Fig. 2B) . The data are displayed using a probability sequence logo diagram (pLogo), which compares the frequency of an amino acid residue at each position in the set of efficiently phosphorylated sequences with the frequency of that residue in the same position with respect to tyrosine residues in a reference database of tyrosine-containing sequences (44) . For clarity, we refer to pLogos generated from sequences that are filtered by experimental data on phosphorylation efficiency as "phosphorylation-probability Logos" (phosphopLogos) and those based on a collection of sequences derived from bioinformatics analysis as "sequence-probability logos" (sequence-pLogos).
Tyrosine kinases have a general preference for peptides with negatively charged residues located before the tyrosine (45) . Consistent with this, acidic residues are enriched and basic residues are depleted in the phospho-pLogo diagram corresponding to the set of peptides that are phosphorylated efficiently by EGFR (Fig. 2C ). The phosphorylation motif determined for EGFR in earlier work using oriented peptide libraries (12) , with acidic residues before the tyrosine and a hydrophobic residue in the position immediately after the tyrosine (the +1 position), is also apparent. In our data, peptides containing a −1 acidic/ +1 hydrophobic motif are significantly more likely to be in the highly phosphorylated set (P < 10
, Fisher's exact test), suggesting that this feature is predictive of efficient phosphorylation by EGFR. Unexpectedly, peptides with a −1 isoleucine or +3 leucine residue are also significantly enriched among sites that are phosphorylated efficiently by EGFR (P < 10 −14 , Fisher's exact test). Sequences with a leucine at the +3 position would be compatible with the binding of several SH2 domains, such as those of c-Src and phosphatidylinositol-3′-kinase (46) , suggesting convergence in specificity between EGFR phosphorylation and SH2 domain binding in this instance.
When peptides with more than one tyrosine are included in the analysis, tyrosine is enriched significantly at multiple positions in the resulting phospho-pLogo (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). This might reflect, in part, the recently described preference of EGFR for a Tyr-phospho-Tyr motif (26); we do not see an equivalent enrichment of tyrosine residues in the phospho-pLogo diagrams for other tyrosine kinases tested using the Human-pTyr library and bacterial surface display (32) . The analysis in this paper is restricted to the set of sequences that contain only one tyrosine residue at the central position. This includes many phosphosites in which a secondary tyrosine is mutated to alanine in the library.
Phosphosites in the Cytoplasmic Tails of EGFR-Family Members Represent a Subset of the Sequence Patterns That Are Phosphorylated Efficiently
by EGFR. We next compared the sequence patterns of the highly phosphorylated peptides in the screen of human phosphosites with the sequence patterns of phosphosites in members of the EGFR family. We analyzed the positional amino acid enrichment in the 10 residues flanking each tyrosine in the tails of a diverse collection of 87 EGFR-family members from across metazoan evolution. This is displayed as a sequence-pLogo diagram in Fig. 2D . The sequence-pLogo diagram for tail phosphosites is different from the phospho-pLogo for efficiently phosphorylated EGFR substrates. Note, however, that the conserved features of the tail sequences comprise a subset of the sequence features that define efficient phosphorylation by the EGFR kinase domain. The major difference between the two logos arises from the enrichment of a central EYL motif in the phosphosites of EGFR-family tails. This EYL motif is compatible with the phospho-pLogo for EGFR (Fig.  2C ) as well as with the optimal EEEEYFLVE motif reported for EGFR based on in vitro phosphorylation of degenerate peptide libraries (12, 47) . The convergence of EGFR-family phosphosites on the EYL motif implies that efficient phosphorylation by EGFR is an important evolutionary pressure shaping these sequences.
Peptides with an isoleucine residue rather than a glutamate at the −1 position are also phosphorylated efficiently by EGFR, but a hydrophobic residue is very rarely found at the −1 position in the tails of EGFR-family members (compare Fig. 2 C and D) . The preferred motifs for phosphorylation by cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases often consist of hydrophobic residues at the −1 and +3 positions (12, 13, 47) . The phospho-pLogo diagrams for c-Src and c-Abl phosphorylation of the Human-pTyr library confirm the importance of a large hydrophobic residue at the −1 position for efficient phosphorylation (Fig. 2 E and F) (32) . c-Src and cAbl also disfavor large hydrophobic residues at the +1 position ( Fig. 2 E and F) , which are overrepresented in the sequencepLogo for EGFR-family tail phosphosites. These observations suggest that the EYL motif in EGFR-family tails may have arisen as an evolutionary adaptation to minimize phosphorylation by cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases such as c-Src and c-Abl.
Other differences between the phospho-pLogo for efficient EGFR phosphorylation and the sequence-pLogo for EGFRfamily tail phosphosites arise from the clear imprint of the binding motifs for SH2 and PTB domains in the tail phosphosites. For example, the binding motifs for the SH2 domains of Grb2 (pYxN, where x is any residue) and phosphatidylinositol-3′-kinases (pYxxΦ, where Φ is any hydrophobic residue) (48, 49) , as well as for the PTB domains of Shc and Dok proteins (NPxpY) (7, 50) , are highly enriched in the sequence-pLogo (Fig. 2D) . Because the sequence-pLogo is derived from EGFR-family sequences spread across the metazoan lineage, this result points to a conservation in the core specificity determinants of SH2 and PTB domains across evolution.
Saturation Mutagenesis of EGFR Tail Phosphosites. We performed mutational screens to assess the contribution to phosphorylation efficiency of each position in three phosphosites in the EGFR tail (Tyr-992, Tyr-1086, and Tyr-1114) (Fig. 3A) . Of these, the sequence flanking Tyr-992 is most similar to the phospho-pLogo derived from the Human-pTyr library (Fig. 2C) and previously published motifs, with an EYL motif and mostly acidic residues upstream of the tyrosine (12, 26) . The other two sites, spanning Tyr-1086 and Tyr-1114, both contain an NPxY motif, the signature of PTB-domain binding, as well as a +2 asparagine, which is the main determinant for Grb2 SH2 binding. These two sites differ in their −1 and +1 residues, however. The Tyr-1114 phosphosite contains the consensus EYL motif, while Tyr-1086 diverges from this consensus, with valine and histidine at the −1 and +1 positions, respectively.
We used the surface display/deep sequencing assay to measure the effect of every amino acid substitution along 21-residue stretches spanning these three EGFR phosphosites. The results are presented in Fig. 3B as heat maps of enrichment values relative to the wild-type peptide for each position in the wildtype sequence (rows) and each substitution to one of 17 other amino acids (excluding tyrosine and cysteine; see Methods) (columns). Mean values across columns and rows are shown as separate bars to the right of and below the main heat maps. The column mean denotes the average effect of perturbing a specific position, whereas the row mean indicates the impact of introducing a specific residue type into the peptide. As expected, mutating the central tyrosine to other residues produces low enrichment relative to the wild-type sequence. Expression levels for each mutant in the Tyr-1114 matrix, measured by cell sorting and deep sequencing, varied marginally compared with the differences in enrichment scores attributed to phosphorylation (SI Appendix, Fig. S3) .
A readily apparent feature of all three substitution matrices is the preponderance of positive enrichment values at many different positions. This indicates that the wild-type residues at these positions are not optimal for EGFR phosphorylation. For instance, almost any substitution of an acidic residue 5-10 positions before Tyr-992 increases phosphorylation relative to the wild-type sequence. For the Tyr-992 peptide, these acidic residues are part of an "electrostatic hook" element that is implicated in the suppression of kinase activity in the full-length receptor (39, 51, 52) . This suggests that the regulatory function of these residues provides an evolutionary constraint on the sequence at this phosphosite, at the expense of phosphorylation efficiency.
The three mutational datasets indicate that the EGFR kinase domain does not have sharply defined specificity. In only a few cases are the majority of substitutions at any one position detrimental, notably at the −2, −1, and +1 positions of the Tyr-1114 phosphosite. Substitutions of the −1 or +1 residues away from glutamate and leucine, respectively, in both the Tyr-992 and Tyr-1114 peptides negatively affect phosphorylation at these sites, in agreement with the emergence of this motif in the Human-pTyr library screen (Fig. 2C) . In further agreement with the Human-pTyr screen, substitutions of the −1 residue by isoleucine either increase phosphorylation (Tyr-992 and Tyr-1086) or reduce it only slightly (Tyr-1114).
Phosphorylation by EGFR of Peptides Containing Either Acidic or Large Hydrophobic Residues at the −1 Position May Reflect Alternate
Conformations of the Bound Substrate. The EGFR kinase domain clearly possesses a degree of selectivity at the −1 position of the substrate, as is evident in all three mutational matrices. It is unexpected, however, that both negatively charged residues (aspartic acid, glutamic acid) and hydrophobic residues (isoleucine, methionine, valine) are permitted at the −1 position in EGFR substrates. A clue to the origin of the dual specificity of EGFR for residues at the −1 position in substrates comes from noting that the effect of replacing the residue at the −2 position depends on whether the residue at the −1 position is acidic or hydrophobic (Fig. 3C) . When the residue at the −1 position is acidic, as in the Tyr-992 and Tyr-1114 phosphosites, then either proline or a residue with a β-branched side-chain, such as isoleucine or valine, is strongly preferred at the −2 position. For example, the wild-type Tyr-992 phosphosite has an aspartate at the −2 position, and substitution of this residue by valine or proline leads to increased phosphorylation in the mutational screen. Purified peptides corresponding to the Tyr-992 site with substitutions to proline or valine at the -2 position are also phosphorylated more efficiently than the wild-type peptide in an in vitro kinase assay, confirming that the results from the surface display screening assay are not due to differences in the display levels of the mutant peptides (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). If, however, the residue at the −1 position is hydrophobic, as in the Tyr-1086 phosphosite, there is hardly any constraint on the nature of the residue at the −2 position (Fig. 3C, Center) . We used all-atom molecular dynamics simulations to analyze the conformational space sampled by a substrate peptide. We generated a 200-ns trajectory for an isolated peptide in water, with the sequence of the Tyr-1114 phosphosite without the kinase domain. In this simulation, the residues at the +1 to +4 positions with respect to the tyrosine were constrained to be in the β-conformation, corresponding to how these residues interact with the activation loops of tyrosine kinases (9, 53). We docked instantaneous structures sampled from the simulations onto the EGFR kinase domain [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 2GS6] using the residues at the +1 to +4 positions as in ref. 5 . We then examined the conformations of the peptide that showed potential interactions with the surface of the kinase domain but did not collide with it.
When we analyzed the backbone torsion angles of the -1 and -2 residues of the modeled peptide over the course of the simulation, we observed that each residue readily adopts both α-and β-conformations (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 A and B) . Clustering the conformations based on these torsion angles revealed that the -1 and -2 residues most often share either the α or β region of the Ramachandran diagram (SI Appendix, Fig. S5C ). Examining the positioning of the -1 and -2 residue side-chains in each of these top two clusters, we found that they correspond to two principal modes in which the residue at the −1 position can be recognized by the kinase domain (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ). When both the -1 and -2 residues of the peptide adopt the β-conformation, the tyrosine side-chain and the side-chains at the −1 and −2 positions point in alternating directions with respect to the direction of the peptide backbone (SI Appendix, Fig. S6A ). An example of this binding mode is provided by the crystal structure of a substrate complex of the c-Kit kinase domain (PDB ID code 1PKG) (54) . In this conformation, the side-chain of the residue at the −1 position points away from the main tyrosine residue and is located within a surface pocket that contains the positively charged side-chains of Lys-855 and Lys-889. In substrates that are primed by phosphorylation at the +1 position, this pocket recognizes the +1 phosphorylated tyrosine residue (26) . The side-chain of the −2 residue points toward a hydrophobic pocket near the active site consisting of Trp-856 and the aliphatic portion of the side-chain of Lys-855. Thus, the β-conformation supports binding of substrates with an acidic residue at the −1 position and a hydrophobic residue at the −2 position. Alternatively, when the −1 and −2 residues adopt an α-conformation, the side-chain of the residue at the −1 position is pointed in roughly the same direction as the tyrosine residue, toward the same hydrophobic pocket occupied by the −2 residue side-chain in the β-conformation. Examples of this binding mode are provided by structures of substrate complexes of EGFR (PDB ID code 5CZH) (26) and insulin receptor (PDB ID codes 1IR3 and 1GAG) (53 and 55). The side-chain of the residue at the −2 position is exposed toward solvent (SI Appendix, Fig.  S6B ). Thus, the α-conformation supports recognition by EGFR of peptides with a hydrophobic residue at the −1 position and does not support sharp discrimination at the −2 position.
The importance of proline at the -2 position in EGFR phosphosites appears to be a consequence of having an acidic rather than a hydrophobic residue at the -1 position. We assume that this favors binding of the peptide in a β-conformation, which places the residue at the −2 position in the hydrophobic binding site. For the Tyr-1086 phosphosite, which has a hydrophobic residue at the −1 position, the mutational matrix for phosphorylation by c-Src (Fig. 4D) shows that phosphorylation efficiency is decreased by mutations to either the proline at the −2 position or the valine at the −1 position, suggesting that this peptide is also recognized by c-Src in the β-conformation. In contrast to EGFR, c-Src does not tolerate acidic residues at the −1 position. A plausible explanation for this effect is the replacement of the positively charged Lys-899 in the F-G loop of the EGFR kinase domain by hydrophobic residues in c-Src and other Src-family kinases. Earlier studies have pointed out the importance of the corresponding residue in cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases for differential recognition of the substrate -1 position (31, 32).
Tyrosine Residues in the Tails of EGFR-Family Members Are Optimized
for Selective Phosphorylation by EGFR Rather than by c-Src. The fact that EGFR-family phosphosites are highly enriched in sequences that conform to the −1 acidic/+1 hydrophobic rule (Fig. 2D) suggests that phosphorylation efficiency is indeed an important constraint on the sequences of these sites. If the efficiency of phosphorylation by EGFR is important, why do the great majority of these sites exclude a hydrophobic residue at the −1 position, since that would also be consistent with efficient phosphorylation? Src-family kinases and c-Abl efficiently phosphorylate sites with hydrophobic residues at the −1 position (Fig. 2 E and F) (12, 13, 32) . Given that c-Src has been shown to participate in EGFR signaling and therefore is likely to have access to many of the same phosphosites as EGFR-family kinases, we wondered whether minimization of phosphorylation by Src-family kinases, and potentially other cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases, is a reason for the exclusion of hydrophobic residues at the −1 position in EGFRfamily tail phosphosites.
We compared the phosphorylation efficiency of EGFR and c-Src using a focused library of phosphosites in EGFR-family C-terminal tails and reported EGFR substrates (37) using the high-throughput bacterial surface display assay (Fig. 4A) . For this experiment, we took the additional step of normalizing the enrichment values based on the expression level of each peptide (Methods) to compare the two kinases quantitatively. In this assay, the sites phosphorylated efficiently by EGFR are phosphorylated poorly by c-Src, and vice versa. Except for the Her2 Tyr-1199 peptide, the highly phosphorylated substrates of EGFR do not include the highly phosphorylated substrates of c-Src (Fig. 4B) .
To confirm that EGFR phosphosites are poor substrates for Src-family kinases, we compared the catalytic efficiencies of the dimerized EGFR intracellular module and the c-Src kinase domain for selected EGFR phosphosite peptides using an in vitro kinase assay with purified peptides. We compared the specific activity of these kinases at a fixed peptide concentration that is well below the expected K M values for peptide substrates (32, 42, 56) . Under such conditions the catalytic rate is proportional to the catalytic efficiency (k cat /K M ). For comparison, we also included a peptide from protein kinase Cδ, spanning Tyr-313, which is a good substrate for c-Src (32) . Tail phosphosites were phosphorylated by EGFR with efficiency similar to the phosphorylation of a preferred substrate by c-Src, while c-Src phosphorylated the tail sites poorly (Fig. 4C ). This confirms that the c-Src kinase domain is inherently poor at phosphorylating the EGFR tail phosphosites rather than simply being a less active enzyme than the dimerized EGFR kinase.
The Tyr-1086 phosphosite has valine at the −1 position, which is not optimal for EGFR according to the mutational screen (Fig. 3B) . On the other hand, previous studies using positionspecific oriented peptide library screens (13) and bacterial surface display (32) indicate that c-Src efficiently phosphorylates peptides with a −1 valine. Consistent with this, our results show that Tyr-1086 is among the most efficiently phosphorylated substrates for c-Src in the EGFR tail but is a relatively poor substrate for EGFR. This observation is also consistent with previous studies reporting that Tyr-1086 is directly phosphorylated by c-Src (27) . Intriguingly, mutation of Tyr-1086 in EGFR attenuates the phosphorylation of Tyr-845 in the activation loop of EGFR in a cellular assay, although evidence that this effect is connected to phosphorylation of the EGFR activation loop by cSrc is lacking (52) .
We determined the site-specific amino acid substitution sensitivity of the Tyr-1086 phosphosite in EGFR to phosphorylation by c-Src (Fig. 4D ) and compared it with the sensitivity of this phosphosite to phosphorylation by EGFR (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix,  Fig. S7 ). Although the Tyr-1086 phosphosite sequence is permissive for phosphorylation by c-Src relative to other EGFR-family phosphosites, this phosphosite is not optimal. Substitution of the histidine residue at the +1 position to most other residues increases phosphorylation by c-Src. A histidine residue at the +1 position of the Tyr-1086 site is a conserved feature of mammalian EGFR sequences (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ) despite its having no obvious benefit for EGFR phosphorylation (Figs. 2C and 3A) or effector protein binding (see below). This suggests that, although Tyr-1086 provides a potential channel for phosphorylation of EGFR by c-Src, the sequence of this phosphosite limits the efficiency of such phosphorylation.
The Binding of Shc1 and Grb2 to EGFR Phosphosites Can Be Enchanced by Sequence Changes That Would also Increase Phosphorylation by cSrc. We expanded the bacterial surface display method to test the positional amino acid preferences of the SH2 domain of Grb2 and the PTB domain of Shc1 at two EGFR phosphosites, Tyr-1086 and Tyr-1114. We surmised, based on the presence of known binding motifs as well as binding data from previous studies (19, 49, 57) , that the SH2 domain of Grb2 and the PTB domain of Shc1 are prominent adapter proteins that bind to these sites in cells.
In this assay, a mixture of c-Src, c-Abl, and EGFR kinases was used to phosphorylate E. coli cells expressing surface displayed peptide libraries. The phosphorylation was allowed to proceed to completion, as monitored by flow cytometry with an antiphosphotyrosine antibody (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ). To assay binding, tandem copies of phosphotyrosine-binding protein domains fused to GFP were used in place of the anti-phosphotyrosine antibody in the FACS selection. Tandem versions of these binding domains were required to maintain a stable signal for the duration of the cell-sorting protocol.
The mutational matrices for the binding of the Shc1 PTB domain (Fig. 5A ) and the Grb2 SH2 domain (Fig. 5B ) have features consistent with previously determined binding motifs for these domains (49) . The main determinant of Grb2 SH2 binding is the presence of an asparagine at the +2 position (48, 58) . In the mutational matrices, substitution of this residue in both the Tyr-1086 and Tyr-1114 phosphosites is, on average, just as detrimental as substitution of the central tyrosine residue. Similarly, substitution of the asparagine at the −3 position has a uniformly strong negative effect on the binding of the Shc1 PTB domain at these sites. This corresponds to the known specificity of the Shc1 PTB domain (50, 59) . For the Tyr-1086 phosphosite, the −2 proline suggested to be important for PTB binding in earlier studies appears to be dispensable for Shc1 binding, while the −2 proline appears to be more important at the Tyr-1114 phosphosite.
Surprisingly, despite completely different modes for binding to peptides, the Grb2 SH2 and Shc1 PTB domains are both sensitive to substitutions of the −1 valine in the Tyr-1086 phosphosite. Isoleucine, another hydrophobic, β-branched residue, is the only substitution that is tolerated by these domains at this position. Introduction of hydrophobic residues, particularly isoleucine or valine, at the −1 position of the Tyr-1114 phosphosite also improves binding, suggesting that a preference for such residues is a shared feature of these domains in multiple sequence contexts. This specificity determinant has not been described previously, and it is not easily explained by available structural models. It is, however, consistent with an alanine-scanning mutagenesis study of phosphosites in the insulin receptor (50) . The preference exhibited by the Grb2 SH2 domain and the Shc1 PTB domain for a hydrophobic residue at the −1 position is at odds with the conserved sequence features found in EGFRfamily tail phosphosites, which are not enriched in valine or isoleucine at the −1 position (Fig. 2D) . This preference is, however, aligned with the specificity determinants of Src-family kinases and c-Abl (Fig. 2 E and F) (13, 32) . The observation that most EGFR-family tail phosphosites avoid hydrophobic residues at the −1 position, despite such residues being preferred by two of the principal effector proteins that bind to these sites, lends further support to the idea that these sites have evolved to discriminate against phosphorylation by c-Src and, potentially, other cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases.
Conclusions
The ancestral metazoan organism appears to have had a nearly full complement of cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases with recognizable counterparts in modern animals, but orthologs of modern receptor tyrosine kinases were lacking (60, 61) . For example, the choanoflagellates, which are among the closest living relatives to true metazoans, have clearly identifiable orthologs of Src-and Ablfamily kinases. Choanoflagellates also contain numerous receptor tyrosine kinases, but the extracellular domains of these receptors have no counterparts in modern metazoans. Thus, EGFR-family members emerged as important signaling molecules in the background of preexisting signaling networks that included cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases, such as the Src-family kinases.
This raises the question of whether the tails of the EGFRfamily members, in addition to being evolutionarily adapted for autophosphorylation and effector binding, are also adapted to encode minimized phosphorylation by cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases. Our work indicates that the EGFR tail is insulated from efficient phosphorylation by kinases that favor hydrophobic residues at the −1 position, which includes Src-family kinases and c-Abl. While substrates with a hydrophobic residue at −1 can be phosphorylated by EGFR, c-Src, and c-Abl, phosphosites in tails of EGFR-family members generally have an acidic residue at this position. This permits efficient phosphorylation by EGFR but not by c-Src and is likely to be an evolutionary adaptation that preserves the integrity of the growth factor-dependent signals emanating from EGFR-family members.
The phosphosites in the tails of EGFR-family members are presented in cis for phosphorylation by the receptor, potentially allowing these receptors to rely on proximity rather than on sequence specificity for efficient phosphorylation of tail phosphosites. Also, the sequences of EGFR-family tail phosphosites do not conform to the optimal motifs identified for efficient EGFR phosphorylation beyond the −1 and +1 residues (12, 26) , making it unclear whether phosphorylation by EGFR is an important parameter constraining the evolution of these sequences. By assaying kinase and binding specificity with respect to discrete, determined sequences, we have discovered that the tail phosphosites do conform to the rules governing efficient phosphorylation by EGFR but that the sequence motifs found in the tails exclude phosphorylation by Src-family kinases and c-Abl while maintaining binding of SH2 and PTB domains. Our findings underscore the importance of amino acid sequence context in determining which phosphosites are efficiently recognized by a particular kinase or adapter protein. The context-dependent recognition of proline at the −2 position found in many EGFR-family phosphosites simultaneously allows efficient phosphorylation by EGFR and binding by the Shc1 PTB domain. The relative lack of importance of the +2 position in determining EGFR efficiency allows specification of Grb2 binding independent of EGFR phosphorylation. EGFR autophosphorylation takes place in the context of a fulllength transmembrane receptor, where distal portions of the tail, as well as other parts of the kinase domain, might affect the docking of short peptide motifs at the active site and thereby the rates and levels of phosphorylation in cells. The tertiary structural interactions that might underlie such a mechanism have been difficult to observe in EGFR-family members (62) . The synthetically dimerized EGFR construct developed for this study lends itself well to measuring autophosphorylation rates of individual sites, although this is left to future investigation. The role of substrate docking might also be played by an EGFR-binding partner, as seen in the cyclin-dependent kinase system, where the cyclin bound to the kinase domain directs RxL motif-containing substrates to the active site (63) . In addition to the intrinsic specificity of the kinase domain, it will be important to investigate the role of other features of EGFR, as well its membrane environment, in the overall phosphorylation efficiency of each tail site.
The architecture of the EGFR-signaling pathway is organized around a central repertoire of enzymes and adapter proteins that are capable of producing a large variety of cellular outcomes depending on the cellular context (1, 14) . The timing and extent of phosphorylation and effector recruitment varies depending on which ligands and heterodimerization partners are present (64) (65) (66) (67) . One explanation for the ability of different EGFR-family ligands to produce alternative phosphorylation and effector recruitment patterns is the intrinsic sequence specificity of EGFRfamily kinases, which can determine which sites become phosphorylated and able to support effector binding at different thresholds of kinase activity. It will be interesting to see what role intrinsic kinase specificity plays in determining phosphorylation levels in cells, where substrates are often presented to kinases within the locally dense environment of signaling clusters.
The intrinsic specificity of EGFR and other kinases might be important in the context of activating mutations in the EGFR kinase domain in human cancers (68) . In certain cases, such as the L834R substitution and exon 19 deletions in EGFR, the molecular basis of increased activity has been interpreted as a general increase in the maximal substrate turnover (k cat ) across the spectrum of substrates (69) due to changes in dimerization propensity (70) . Nevertheless, given the multiple alternative specificity-conferring mechanisms that we and others have observed for EGFR substrates, it is reasonable to suspect that changes in both substrate engagement and maximal turnover account for the effects of activating mutations, thus opening the possibility that these mutations also alter the specificity landscape of EGFR. Compellingly, the L834R substitution alters the order of EGFR autophosphorylation in the context of a kinase domain-tail construct (71) . By changing specificity along with activity, cancer mutations might affect not only overall phosphorylation levels but also the relative engagement of different downstream signaling pathways and therefore the cellular outcome of EGFR signaling. As more nuances of EGFRfamily signaling are discovered, it will be important to consider how the intrinsic specificity of kinases and their binding partners is projected onto the cellular systems they constitute.
Methods
Detailed methods can be found in the SI Appendix. A brief summary is provided here.
Recombinant Proteins. The sequences of proteins and peptides used in this study are presented in SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2, respectively. The c-Src kinase domain, tandem Grb2 SH2-and Shc1 PTB-GFP fusions, and peptides were expressed in E. coli. The FKBP-and FRB-EGFR intracellular module proteins were expressed in insect cells. These proteins and peptides were purified by standard liquid chromatography methods, as detailed in SI Appendix.
Bacterial Surface Display and Deep Sequencing. Quantification of the phosphorylation of tyrosine-containing peptides displayed on bacteria and the construction of site-saturating mutagenesis libraries were performed largely as described previously (31) . Details for the construction of the Human-pTyr library can be found in ref. 32 (see SI Appendix for more details). After induction of peptide expression on the N terminus of the engineered surface display scaffold eCpx (35) , E. coli cells were subjected to phosphorylation by a purified kinase under conditions determined empirically to give ∼30% maximal phosphorylation, as judged by flow cytometry with anti-phosphotyrosine 4G10 staining. Cells were sorted by FACS based on anti-phosphotyrosine staining into a single bin corresponding to the brightest 25% of events. DNA from the sorted and input cells was amplified and analyzed by Illumina paired-end sequencing. The read frequencies for each peptide-coding DNA sequence from the input and sorted samples from each phosphorylation reaction were compared to give an enrichment ratio for each peptide. For sitesaturating mutagenesis libraries, the read frequency ratios of mutant peptides were normalized to that of the wild-type peptide to give a log-relative enrichment value (ΔE). For the EGFR substrate library in Fig. 4A , ΔE was calculated relative to a non-tyrosine-containing control peptide. The data in Fig. 4A were additionally corrected for expression level on the basis of anti-Strep-tag immunostaining, using the tag encoded at the C terminus of the surface display scaffold.
Analysis of SH2-and PTB-domain binding to the saturation mutagenesis libraries was performed similarly to the analysis of phosphorylation, but tandem versions of each binding domain fused to GFP were used in place of the anti-phosphotyrosine antibody. The cells used for this analysis were phosphorylated by a mixture of EGFR, c-Src, and c-Abl kinases and were monitored for uniform phosphorylation by anti-phosphotyrosine flow cytometry (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ).
Kinase Peptide Activity Assays. The specific activity of purified kinases against purified peptides was monitored with an enzyme-coupled assay based on NADH absorbance (72) . Steady-state reaction rates for kinases at 0.5 μM, peptides at 0.5 mM, and ATP at 0.5 mM at room temperature were converted to specific activity on the basis of the change in NADH absorbance over time.
Generation of Sequence-pLogo of EGFR-Family Phosphosites. A collection of bona-fide metazoan EGFR-family kinase sequences was extracted from the EggNOG database (orthology group ENOG410XNSR) (73) , aligned, and filtered by sequence identity of the kinase domain to avoid oversampling taxa that have relatively high numbers of species in the sequence database. C-terminal tyrosine sites were analyzed for positional amino acid enrichment with the pLogo tool (44), with tyrosines from metazoan transmembrane and intracellular proteins serving as the background distribution. The height of each letter in a pLogo corresponds to the log-odds ratio of the binomial probability of observing an amino acid at least as many times in the foreground set as in the background set, divided by the probability of observing that amino acid that many times or fewer in the background set.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations.
A peptide encompassing the Tyr-1114 phosphosite corresponding to residues 1110-1118 of human EGFR was simulated with NAMD (74) using the CHARMM36 force field (75) . The peptide was modeled based on the peptide substrate in the crystal structure of the phosphorylated insulin receptor kinase (PDB ID code 1IR3) (53) and was constrained to have residues 1114-1118 adopt β-conformation backbone dihedral angles throughout the simulation. Trajectories were analyzed by clustering frames on the basis of the backbone dihedral angles of residues 1112 and 1113. Representative frames from each cluster were selected visually.
